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Abstract. This article explores possible implications of putative pressure dzjksion for shocks in 
one-dimensional traveling waves in an ideal gas. From this new hypothesis all aspects of such 
shocks can be calculated except shock thickness. Unlike conventional shock theory, the concept of 
entropy is not needed or used. Our analysis shows that temperature rises near a shock, which is of 
course an experimental fact; however, it also predicts that very close to a shock, density increases 
faster than pressure. In other words, a shock itself is cold. 
1. Introduction. 
In inviscid flow theory, fluid acceleration arises from a gradient of pressure by 
p(dv/dt-g) = -V p* , h ere we reverse this idea and regard -p(dv/dt-g) instead as a pseudo-pressure 
gradient which arises from acceleration. Thus in this unconventional paper pressure is regarded 
as a special type of energy density the gradients of which contribute to fluid accelerations. As a 
type of energy density, pressure might diffuse (not a violation of energy conservation) and we 
postulate that it does so at a rate determined by the difference between Vp and -p(dv/dt-g), that is, 
at a rate V+K(Vp+p(dv/dt-g))] where K is a coefficient of diffusion. For viscous fluids this 
diffusion term is generally nonzero. In the total absence of accelerations, pressure gradients would 
undergo Laplace diffusion. 
As explained in [J1, the implications of the concept of pressure diffusion for fluid dynamics 
seem quite general. Pressure diffusion might be a prominent factor in the irreversibility of 
compression or expansion of an ideal gas, a fundamental phenomenon which conventional fluid 
dynamics is unable to explain or predict from frst principles without recourse to ud hoc extreme 
increases in a poorly understood thermodynamic term, the second coefficient of viscosity [LL 
pp.304-3081. Furthermore, pressure diffusion is consistent with the experimental observation that 
the speed of sound in CO,, N20, and SO, at lE5 Pa and 313OK increases with frequency [w. 
In fact the coefficient of pressure diffusion K (taken, like all other thermodynamic terms in this 
paper, as a function of density p and pressure p) for air near standard conditions can be estimated 
from such experimental data [HM] to be 300 m2/ set [J1. 
2. Fundamental Equations. 
As used in [J3, the fundamental equations of Newtonian fluid dynamics with pressure diffusion 
are 
ap/at = -V*(pv) (1) 
and 
&/at = -(v-V )v + p-l[-vp+pv %+(~+~)VD+(M+M*)V ,.p,,,v Q+g 
Here CL is dynamic viscosity; < is the second coefficient of viscosity; M is the matrix with (“,/ax,) 
in row i, column j; M* denotes the transpose of M; and g is a constant gravitational acceleration 
vector. Obviously we require that p. and c are differentiable functions of p and p. Dilation D is the 
trace of the matrix M. Implicit in (2) is the assumption that a special property of the energy density 
p is that the gradient Vp contributes to &/at. 
The central assertion of [J1 is that for any Newtonian fluid, energy conservation implies 
ap/at = -vTp - BD + (p $I-’ [~~[M(M+M*)] + (4 - +)D~ 
+ V.(TVT) + V. [K(Vp+p(dv/dt-g))]] (3) 
where T is temperature, z is a heat diffusion coefficient, K is a pressure diffusion coefficient, and B 
is the bulk modulus of elasticity (all functions of p and p). If K = 0. then (3) reduces to a well 
known but seldom used energy conservation eauation m D. 331. The bulk modulus of elasticity B 
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is conventionally defined to be p(ap/ap& where s is entropy [T p. 1651. As shown in [JJ, B can be 
written in terms of the internal energy u of the fluid by the relation B = @u/~p)-I[-p(&.&p)+p/p]. 
For an ideal gas u = p/(p(pl)), so B = ‘yp where ~1 is a positive constant. Thus the concept of 
entropy is not needed or used in the flow equations (l), (2), (3) or indeed in the remainder of this 
paper. 
A traveling wave moving in the xl-direction with speed c is a solution of(l), (2), (3) in which 
each of p, v, and p can be written as a function of the waveform parameter y = x1- ct. Let us take 
K as a constant, g = 0, and z = 0. Thus (4), (5), and (6) yield for a traveling wave in an ideal gas 
-cp’ = -(pv)’ (4) 
-cv’ = -vv’ + p-l[-p’+(qv’)1+g (5) 
-cp’ = -VP’ - Bv’ +(y-l)[ TI(v’)~+(TT’)’ + (tc(~Iv’)‘)‘l (6) 
where ’ denotes now and for the remainder of this section differentiation with respect to y and 
where q = c+4p,/3. Note (p&/ap)-’ for an ideal gas is y-l. 
From (4) we see p = J/(c-v) for some constant J; we shall restrict attention to traveling waves 
with v < c and so assume J is positive. We define the density associated with zero velocity to be p, 
= J/c. Thus from (5) we see p = po+Jv+qv’. Hence (6) implies 
(rlv?” = ((y-l)&J,v’[ %pc+Jv)+J(v-c)+~v~+(v-c)(qv’)‘] (7) 
Since p and p can be expressed in terms of v and qv’, it follows that rl can be expressed as a 
function of v and qv’ . Thus v’ = q“(qv’), [qv’j’ = (qv’)‘, and equation (7) enable us to regard 
traveling waves as trajectories of a dynamical system in (v, TV’, (TV’)‘)-space (a three dimensional 
state space) with y as independent variable. 
Equation (7) can be integrated to yield 
Q = (‘Y-l)~(qv’)‘- rpcv -.5(y+l)Jv2+Jcv - (v-c)_rlv’ (8) 
where Q is a constant. From (5) we see that any trajectory for the system lies in a surface with Q = 
constant, called here a @sulfate. Each qv = constant cross-section of each such Q-surface is a 
parabola. A typical Q-surface is shown in Fig. 1. 
We note that in (v,qv’, (qv?‘)-space any point (V,O,O) is a constant rajectory corresponding to 
a constant flow with velocity V. The associated linear approximation matrix has eigenvalues 
0 and h*= [V-c]/(2(‘y-1)K) + ‘h[v-C1/(2(~-0412 + [Bv+(v-c)~/(rlv (‘Y-l)@ 
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where qv and B, are TI and B evaluated at (V,O,O) (so B, = y(p,+JV)). The speed of sound s, at 
(O,O,O) is by definition qmd . It follows that h+ and h_ are real with h+ positive and h_ 
negative if and only if V > (c2-s,2)/(c(y+l)); both eigenvalues have negative real parts if and only 
if V c (c2-s 0 2)/(c(y+l)>. 
Approximate values of trajectories in (v, qv’, (qv’)‘)-space for v’ = q-‘(qv’), [?‘p’l’ = (?p’)‘, 
and equation (7) can be calculated using a Runge-Kutta trapezoidal rule differencing scheme. In 
our calculations, q = (1.585E-9)(p/p) .85 . This value for Tl is 4/3 times an empirical formula for 
dynamic viscosity, p = (l.189E-9>(p/p)*85, which is a good fit of data for air in [CRC pp. 
2203-22041; we assume c = 0 since little seems to be known about the second coefficient of 
viscosity. To simulate trajectories which asymptotically converge to or diverge from some (V,O,O), 
one need only calculate an eigenvector (1, r’lvhr r@k2) and initiate the differencing scheme with 
positive or negative Ay at a point (V,O,O)+& (1, T& q&+2) for E of suitably small magnitude. 
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Given po, p,, and y (so so = VW:), suppose a traveling wave has c > so. We refer to such a 
traveling wave as supersonic. Consider the unique Q-surface in (v, qv’, (qv’)‘)-space, namely the 
surface Q = 0, which includes the point (O,O,O) and hence the unique second point (V,O,O) with V 
= 2(c2-so2)l(c(y+l)). Consider also the projection of trajectories in this Q-surface onto the plane 
(qv’) = 0. Numerical simulations and phase plane analysis using the above eigenvalue analysis 
indicate the projected trajectories are represented by the seven types shown in Figure 2. 
Corresponding velocity proftles are shown in Fig. 3. 
Simulations show that it is quite possible to reach v = c with finite p but infinite p along some 
trajectories in the (+,+,+)-orthant of (v, qv’, (rlv??-space, all in finite y distance. That is, on a 
trajectory in the (+,+,+)-or&m, v might increase until v = (TC (0 < a < 1) after which u is no 
longer accurately given by p/(p(y-1)). Such a trajectory is regarded as a traveling wave in which 
gas flows into thefronr ofa shock. Likewise, a trajectory in the (+,-,+)-orthant with initially v = 
ac is regarded as a traveling wave in which gas flows out of a shock (behind a shock). 
It is instructive to consider the implications of K = 0. The above analysis leads to a qualitatively 
very different two-dimensional system defined by v’ = q-‘(qv’) and (rlv’)’ = 
(q(c-v))-’ qv’[ y(pu+Jv)+J(v-c)+qv’l. Also, all trajectories lie in curves given by Q = 
- ypuv -.5(y+l)Jv2+Jcv - (v-c)qv’ = constant. Such trajectories in (v, qv’)-space with Q = 0 
evidently do not correspond to realistic traveling waves with shocks. 
3. Supersonic Traveling Waves. 
The conservation law equivalents of(l), (2), (3) are 
i, = -(pv)’ (9) 
(Pv, 7 -(pv2+p-Tlv3’ (10) 
(.5pV2+pU) = -([.5pV2+p+f3u]V)‘+(~V~‘+(K(TjV’)’)’ (11) 
where ’ denotes partial differentiation with respect o time and ’ denotes partial differentiation 
with respect to x1. Equations (9), (lo), (11) amount to conservation of mass, momentum, and 
energy. ..I- 
For a traveling slab of space moving with a traveling wave (meaning a region in space-time 
between two constant y values yt > y2), input through one surface (at y,) of a conserved quantity 
must equal output through the other surface. Thus for any such slab and for a slab containing 
shock in particular, (9), (lo), (11) yield 
P&vl-c) = p&-c) (12) 
PI(v,-02+P,-T1v, = P2(v2-c)2+P2-r12v2’ . (13) 
(.5P,(v,c)2+P,+P,u,)(v,-c) - (v~-c)Ttv+(“rl,v,3’ = 
(.5P2(v2-c)2+P2+P2u&v2-c)  (v2-C)7\2v~--K(r12v23’ (14) 
Here the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to states at the two surfaces of the traveling slab; ’ here and 
henceforth refers to partial differentiation with respect to y. The derivations required for (12), (13), 
(14) are just the classical derivations I?_ pp. 307-3101 extended to include viscosity and pressure 
diffusion. 
We shall define a cusp con&ion at a shock by the requirements v1 ’ < 0 and v2’ > 0 for a 
sufficiently thin traveling slab enclosing a shock with y1 > yp 
Now (12) implies J, = J2 = J. Thus considering p1 = pOl+Jvl+~lvl’, p2 = po2+Jv2+q2v2’, 
and (13) leads to pot = po2 and 
P2 - PI= rl&’ - 7\tv,’ (15) 
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Thus the cusp condition and (15) imply p2 > pl. In addition (14) implies 
~(rl,v,’ - rl&) = J(up+> = (c(l-~)~(Y-~))(P~-P~) = (c(l-a)/(~-l))(q,v,‘- “rltv,‘) (16) 
Thus the cusp condition and (16) (derived ultimately from conservation conditions and K 2 0 ) 
imply K > 0. 
Furthermore, (16) yields the key condition for jumping in the v = ac plane from the value of a 
trajectory in the (+,+,+)-orthant toa trajectory value in the (+,-,+)-orthant. That is, the relation 
K(“ltv; - ‘I&‘) = (c(l-o)l(y-l))(~v,’ r~lvi’) enables us to match waveforms on the two 
surfaces of a traveling slab without specifying the waveform in the slab. . 
Suppose a trajectory in the (+,-,+)-orthant at a point 1 with v = ac asymptotically approaches 
the constant rajectory (O,O,O). Any trajectory starting in the (+,+,+)-or&ant at 
(V,O,O)+&(l,flvh+, qvh,2) with V > (c2-~,~)/(c(y+l)) reaches some point 2 in the 
(+,+,+)-orthant with v = ac . Numerical simulations show the set of all such points is a curve like 
that in Fig. 4. It appears typical that a unique point 2 lies on that curve and, in terms of 1, 
satisfies equation (16). 
We next mention an explicit waveform obtained by a numerical simulation for a supersonic 
traveling wave. Let c = 400 m/set, K = 300 m2/sec, pa = 1.229 kg/m3 (so J = 491.6 kg/m2-set), 
y= 1.4, p,, = lE5 Pa (so s,=337.51), and a = .75 . A D-type trajectory (Figs. 2,3) corresponds 
to the traveling wave ,+ front of the shock; its quantitative parameters are shown in Fig. 4. In the v 
= ac plane in (v, qv’, (r\v’)‘)-space the 1 point of this trajectory has approximate coordinates 
(300, -31.15,301065). 
Equation (16) is satisfied approximately by the 2 value of an E-type trajectory which reaches 
the point (300,31.008,301522) from an initial point (lOO,O,O)+.l (1, .0115,51.091). The 
corresponding waveform parameters are shown in Fig. 5. The curves for p, v, and p behind the 
shock seem qualitatively reasonable. Ripples of density in Fig. 4 in front of shocks should be 
visible in sufficiently sharp photographs. Just 
to A. C. Charters in a flow album IVD D. 1661. The rise in temperature in regions in front of and 
behind the shock is consistent with experimental observations. However, the sharp decline in 
temperature directly adjacent o the shock is unexpected. 
It can be shown that the waveform of a sonic traveling wave (c = so) is a simple cusp with 
vl’ < 0 and v2’ > 0 for all points y1 > y2 bracketing the shock. 
Considering that our waveforms differ from those derived from conventional theory, we need 
an alternative to the Rankine-Hugoniot equation 1T, p. 3171. From (12), (13), (14) one can show 
(u2+p2p2)- (ul+p,pl) = .5(p2 - p1)(P2-1 + PI-l) + .5(P2_1-P1-1)(~2V,‘+“rllV13 
+WJW’I~V,“)‘- 01~v~‘)‘l (17) 
Wbenrl,=qt = 0 and K = 0, (17) reduces to the conventional equation. 
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Figure 1. A Q-surface. 
Figure 2. Projections of trajectories from a Q-surface onto the (v, TV’)-plane. 
The corresponding traveling waves art%supersonic 
Figure 3. Velocity profiles for supersonic traveling waves in an ideal gas. 
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Figure 4. A portion of a traveling wave in front of a shock moving with speed 400 mkec 
into air. 
Figure 5. A portion of a traveling wave behind a shock moving with speed 400 mkc 
into air. 
